COLOR
HUE
a base
color

catches
the eye
SHADE
variation in color by
adding black
SATURATION
vibrancy of color
TINT
variation in color by
adding white

select your colors
carefully! create
a COLOR PALETTE for
your publications
shade & tint
make up
LIGHTNESS
MONOCHROMATIC
variation in lightness

BRIGHTNESS
light & intensity
COMPLEMENTARY
COLORS
are across from
each other on
the color wheel

these tend to serve as good
contrast & accent colors

THE
COLOR
WHEEL

ANALOG
COLORS
are 3 colors next
to each other on
the color wheel

these work well together
& create a unified look

FONT

captivates
attention
this is a

Sans
Serif

this is a

Serif
font

a serif is a
small accent
at the end of
each stroke

font

sans is french
for “without,”
so sans serif
literally means
“without serif”

script
font
this is a

script fonts are more
artistic and similar to
handwriting. use script
fonts sparingly.

TEXT HIERARCHY

heading

A simple way to format text
is heading, subheading, and
body text from top to bottom.
Each should have a different
font in order to contrast.

body
text

create variety

The heading is brief & eyecatching. It’s a phrase relevant
to the article,
The
subheading
is
supplementary to the heading
& provides more explanation.
The body text is the majority of
the page and should be easy
to read -- no fancy fonts!

TIP

use only 3-4 fonts in your
publication to promote
unity and cohesiveness

subheading

BOLD

emphasized
& enlarged

Italic

right slant
letter
outline

TEXT

fills the
page

LINE ALIGNMENT
how each line
is distributed
in the text box

TIP

Opt for justified text + avoid
hyphenating bodies of text.

as a general rule
of thumb, break text
into chunks rather
than one large block

FONT SIZE
text sizing
LEADING
line spacing

LEFT

each line
begins at
the left

CENTERED

line is
in the
middle,
new line
begins as
space runs
out

KERNING
letter overlap,
symmetry of
letter spacing
TRACKING
letter spacing,
no conditions

RIGHT
each line
begins at
the right

JUSTIFIED
l i n e
reaches
across the
text
box
completely

examples of each

-100

+100

kern KEY CLUB KE Y CL UB
track KEY CLUB K E Y CLU B

